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Ratti and McWaters wrote this series with the primary goal of preparing students to be successful in

calculus. Having taught both calculus and precalculus, the authors saw firsthand where students

would struggle, where they needed help making connections, and what material they needed in

order to succeed in calculus. Their experience in the classroom shows in each chapter, where they

emphasize conceptual development, real-life applications, and extensive exercises to encourage a

deeper understanding. Precalculus: A Unit Circle Approach, Second Edition, offers the best of both

worlds: rigorous topics and a friendly, â€œteacherlyâ€• tone. Â    Note: This is the standalone book, if

you want the book/access card please order the ISBN below:   Â      0321900472 / 9780321900470

Precalculus: a Unit Circle Approach plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package  

Package consists of  0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card

 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker  032182539X / 9780321825391
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Being brand new, the quality of the book is great. One complaint: Where is the access code? I

priced the access code at $80 on the MathLab website. Priced the book used here for $65, for a

total of $145. Figured I'd just buy the brand new book that supposed to include an access code.

Save money and get a new book right? NO!THIS BOOK DOES NOT INCLUDE AN ACCESS



CODE! BUYER BEWARE!  should make sure that it is clearly stated and well-known that this book

does not include it. Prehaps in the actual TITLE of the book i.e. (w/o access code)!!

Buyer beware!!! although you may be purchasing a brand new textbook from  there is no access

code included. for the same price i paid $136.20 i could have purchased a book with an access

code for 10 dollars more from the publishing website. GARBAGE GARBAGE GARBAGE!!  YOU

HAVE EPICLY FAILED!!

Just a hint to any buyers, this does not include the online access code. I thought it would, which is

why i spent the extra money to buy it new. Pearson states that it comes with all new books, but not

the ones from .

I'm a non-traditional student starting community college. Teaching myself pre-calculus/trigonometry

this summer in order to place into Calculus I this fall. I really admire how things are explained in this

book, very easy to understand. I am on a pre-med track and can say there are hundreds of

medically related problems which are wonderful that I am saving for reference later.Highly

recommended, and if anyone is trying to teach themselves this subject as well, my advice to you is

never limit your resources. Youtube videos, online free tutors, other books, e-books. There's always

a way to understand something if you ever get stuck.

Can anyone explain to me why this book has all of the answers right next to the exercises? I get

having them in the back so I can check my work, but the answers are RIGHT THERE next to each

problem. Why is it like this? I checked to see if it was an instructor's version or something and it

appears to be for students.

Did not have a valid pearson code. Book new in good conditions. I needed the pearson code, but

unfortunately this book had an outdated pearson code. If you are planning on getting a pearson

code with this books (even new books) those codes are all outdated.

I bought this book here because I thought it was a much better price than the $220 my university is

selling it for. Boy was I mistaken. This book DOES NOT come with the access code I NEED to have

for my class. Now, if I want to buy the code separately, I have to shell out another $93 dollars! I

would not have bought this book from here if I had know this before I read the comments, AFTER I



received the book without the access card. I would not recommend this to anyone, especially not

my fellow college students!

On the page it says the student edition but i revieved the instructor edition. This is not good because

if you are describing the product dont send wrong items
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